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Cherrelle Skeete, p10
The actress chats about her character's evolution in the third series of Amazon Prime’s thriller Hanna.

Cherrelle
Skeete

Editor's letter
Welcome to the November issue! Last month we’ve been very busy
working harder to bring you the best experience while you’re reading
about your favourite artists through the pages of this magazine. This
month, we are introducing you to our individual issues, booklet style, to
have a more intimate insight on the talents featured. Remember this is a
fast read digital publication to appreciate and celebrate art by knowing
the other side of the story including the amazing photography by the
outstanding photographers that kindly collaborate with us
Stay tuned because this month Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their dedication to the job of bringing a project /
character to life. As I always say, If I can take something from my job, I
strongly believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.
Happy month!

Founding editor-in-chief
@vanmiraglia
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Cherrelle Skeete
C

herrelle Skeete is an actress, writer, cultural producer and co-founder

of Blacktress UK; a grassroots organisation supporting black womxn
creatives.
With a robust resume in theatre, Cherrelle is perhaps best known for
originating the role of Rose Granger-Weasley alongside Noma Dumezweni
in the world premiere of Sonia Freidman’s sell out production of Harry
Potter And The Cursed Child, which opened at the Palace Theatre,
London in 2016. As a writer, she wrote a piece for The Stage about how
the past year has affected Black theatre makers entitled, ‘What is the role
of the Black artist now?’ and is in the process of writing her debut play
with the Soho Writers Lab.
Now, Cherrelle will reprise her series regular role as CIA agent Terri
Miller in the third series of Amazon Prime’s thriller Hanna and she kindly
takes a moment off set where she’s currently filming a new role in Sky
Original drama The Midwich Cuckoos to chat with Viewties about her
role in the eight-part drama.

Photography David Reiss - Make up Kenneth Soh
Hair Kelon Kutz- Styling Justin Hamilton
Words Vanesa Miraglia
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V: First of all, I want to say that I love
your style! I mean, I’m not only
talking about your talent as an actress
and the inspiring woman you are, I’m
also referring to your fashion sense.
I’m not really into fashion that much, I
am actually the worst at this subject,
but I can see in you that your style says
‘’this is who I am and I’m very proud
of it’’. What inspires your styling?
Cherrelle - Oh wow, thank you! I’m a
Leo and we love a good dress up. I have
to say, I have got my love of fashion
from my Mom. She always taught me
‘buy and put down’ meaning when you
see something you like, don’t wait.
Sometimes you can end up building a
whole outfit around one item you
stumbled across months or even years
ago, you find the outfit and the event will
arrive or you make it happen. I’d watch
my Mom have different outfits for
church, for working in her salon and even
house clothes. I grew up in a Caribbean
household so bright vibrant colours have
always been a thing. She also taught me
about donating and recycling. There was
always a barrel of clothes and other
goodies that would be sent back home to
the Carribean - sharing of blessings is as
important. Fashion is another way of
expressing yourself and I’ve always been
drawn to vintage shops and charity shops.
I love the play of layering and mixing the
old with the new, clashing colours and
patterns and creating different silhouettes, even extending your height with
headscarfs and heels. Putting on a pair of
shoes that you love will change the way
you feel about yourself. During lockdown I would put on an outfit I loved to
mow the lawn, purely because it felt
good. For me there is no wrong, it's
instinct. Follow where the pleasure is. I'm
now really interested in textures that ex-

press sensuality. My favourite pair of
shoes are a pair of PVC thigh length
boots. They come out to play especially if I want to dance, they have made it
to a few carnival events as we take
carnival very seriously in our family.
V: While I was looking at your work,
I found it fascinating that you always
look like a different person. You
adapt physically to the roles looking
more serious, older or younger. Is
this something you pay attention to
when you approach a role and
research it?
Cherrelle - Each character is coming
with its own history and I love collaborating with the director and designers
to create a backstory so there is a
whole world they come from that is
always alive before you meet them on
screen and even between each scene. I
do all I can to honour whatever character I’m playing. It’s fun to find answers to some of the questions around
why a character may do certain things,
but even in real life, we don’t have answers so I just always follow my instincts. I felt in my bones Rose
Granger Weasley should have two
Afro puffs, it just made me think of the
playfulness of little black girls with
their hair. I wanted those girls to also
feel seen. Hair tends to be a big starting
point for me. For some actors it’s shoes
but I always imagine what their hair
looks like.
V: How was it like to get into the
skin of your character CIA agent
Terri Miller in Amazon Prime’s
thriller Hanna?
Cherrelle - Terri is fascinating to me
because she bridges the gap be-
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We need explorative
thinkers in these times
as there’s lots of healing
to be done.
tween generations in the show. She is
young enough to connect with the
young women like Hanna as a sort of
big sister, but also, she represents the
very institution that is controlling these
young women. She is highly skilled
and uses her role as an information
operative to move around undetected. I
wasn't sure whether I trusted her myself because of the choices she makes
throughout season 2.
V: How does Terri Miller evolve in
Season 3?
Cherrelle - Terri began to question
her loyalties in season two, and is now
secretly helping Hanna in a deadly
game of espionage. Early on we see
Terri expertly playing both sides, on
one hand covertly providing key details to Hanna and Marissa, while on
the other, keeping up her appearance
as a loyal operative.
V: Is there a theme or individual
scene that resonated most for you?
Cherrelle - The twists and turns of
this whole season are big and it’s full
of brilliant action sequences.
It’s all about upholding the greater
good of the world for the protection of
free thought. We need explorative
thinkers in these times as there’s lots
of healing to be done.
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V: The show is created for television
by David Farr and has been directed
mainly by women, how would you
describe their creative influence in
the series?
Cherrelle - It’s about having accurate
depictions of female perspectives. The
narrative is driven by women in these
highly powerful roles so I think it’s
important to have diverse voices and
vision to steer that. That makes sense to
me. We want to see that across
every department.
V: You’ve been running Blacktress
UK since 2017, what's your proudest
accomplishment so far and what are
you hoping to achieve in the
near future?
Cherrelle - The community we serve
are just so supportive of one another and
it’s shown during these difficult times.
This year we are the recipients of a recognition award at the Industry minds
UK awards in August. This is a platform that supports and promotes mental
health in the arts so we are super proud
to be recognised in this way. Whilst I
was filming season 3 of Hanna in
Prague the Blacktress team and myself
were able to curate a Ted talk style
event called Take Up Space that was
live streamed as part of the Comfort and
Courage festival at Grand Junction.
We had four amazing women from our
community who are not only powerhouse performers but also run community-based organisations off stage that
have been creating heal-

ing spaces over lockdown.
In the near future we want to be
better accomplices as a whole and
listen to our friends around accessibility. This is going to enable us to
reach the wider community of black
women and non-binary actors who
do not feel seen by us. Who knows,
maybe one day we will have our own
physical space that’s ours.
V: Besides having your organisation, what made you start writing?
Did you always like to write or did
you feel the need to give a voice to
those stories unknown that are so
real and worth telling?
Cherrelle - I’ve always written and
even before training as an actor, I
would write a lot of prose and perform them in my home city of
Birmingham, or at my friends’ events
around the country. I think from becoming an actor and understanding
how a script works, I’ve wanted to
create them myself. When I write it
helps me understand through asking
questions in the work. I believe every
story deserves to be told and through
each story we are furthering important dialogues about society as a
whole, hopefully for the better.
V: Are you able to tell us more
about the project you’re currently
filming, new Sky Original drama
The Midwich Cuckoos?
Cherrelle - Midwich Cuckoos is a
screen adaptation of a sci-fi novel ...

The community
we serve are just
so supportive of
one another.

by John Wyndham. It’s got such a
brilliant cast and the children who
play the cuckoos are phenomenal. I
play Bryony Cummings who is sent in
from Whitehall London to observe
and report back. It’s a strange world
that’s so unsettling.
V: Last question, as my nationality
is Argentinian, I’m curious to ask
you if you have ever seen or
experienced any type of art/culture
from Argentina?
Cherrelle - I don’t know much about
Argentina other than Che Guevara.
Any recommendations of artists, films
or shows I should check out ?

Hanna returns to Amazon Prime Video November 24th
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